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Qu~stion of Algeria (concluded)

President; Mr. Vfctor A. BELAUNDE (Peru),

proolamation of this right by France doeR not create
a corresponding right-for the United Nations to inter
vene in the Algerian question.

4. The Belgian delegation feels that the adbption
of the new draft resolution could have the most un
fortunate oonsequences which all Members of this
Assembly would deeply regret. We all wishfor a cease
fire as soon as possible to put an end to the boodshed
in Algeria andto all the evils whichwar brings. Every
one admits that the end of hostilities is the first
step, the necessary condition, for a settlement of the
Algerian question on the basis of the principle of
self-determination by referendum.

5. This Assembly must, therefore, do nothing which,
far from encouraging negotiations for a cease-fire
between the French Government and the National
Liberation Front, would merely hamper them.' To
jeopardize a cease-fire would, in effect, jeopardize
the arrangements which the French President has

REPORT OF THE FIRST COMMITTEE (A/4339) undertaken to make, in co-operation with the leaders
(concluded) of all parties without distinction,whatever their origin

1. Mr. LORIDAN (Belgium) (translated from French): and their previous activity, with those representing
When a vote was taken in the First Committee last the views of all sections of the Algerian people, and
Monday, 7 December 1959, on the draft resolution wit2l the advocates of all policies; in order that the
submitted by twenty-two African-Asian countries, it Algerians may freely decide their fate by a referendum.
beoame evident that the draft would not obtain the
necessary two-thirds majority if it was submitted to 6. The debate which tookplace in the First Committee

emphasized once again the extreme difficulty and
a plenary meeting. For that reason, the sponsors en- complexity of the situation. It showedthe antagonisms,
deavoured to draw up a new draft resolution which t
would be acceptable to the Assembly, as was announced the hostility of the poli ical forces involved, the clash

of ideas, and the bitter passions, renderedmore acute
here last Thursday, 10 December [852nd meeting], by by five years of struggle. Nevertheless, iUs generally
the Burmese representative. He also stated that the recognized that the prospects for a peaceful and just
Afrioan-Asian group had discussed this matter at settlement have never been as good. The general tone
length and that a new draft!'43so1ution, which stood a
good chanc~ of adoption, would be subm.itted the next of the ,discussion, which we are pleased to see con-
day. But it was only last night, 11 December, that a ducted with such restraint, shows that some progresa

has been made towards allaying passions since the
new draft resolution was submitted by the Pakistan thirteenth sessi"n of the General Assembly. An incon-
delegation [A/L.276]. siderate action by the United Nations would only cause
2. The Belgian delegation considers that this· draft a stiffening of attitudes, encourage ;tntransigence and
resolution has ':ery serious implication. Several Mem- extremism, and thwart the effortscf \those who are
ber States consider that, at the end of the debate on courageously, and with goodwill, trying to overcome
the Algerian question, the adoption of a resolution is the obstacles in tbewayofthejust,peaceful and demo
a matter of course and is indeed, indispensable. The cratic settlement which the Belgian Government sin
Assembly's failure to adopt a resolution would, they cerely desires.
think, be tantamount to a self-imposed paralysis. Of 7. My delegation cannot share the :responsibility for
oourse, the Assembly adopts a large number of reso- the most unfortunate consequences which it feels
lutions on the most varied subjects every year. Some would result from intervention by the Assembly, how
of them do not achieve the desired result, but a least ever well-intentioned and however restrained its lan
they have no harmful effects. guage~The new draft resolution which is now before
3. For legal considerations, and because it does not us may meet, though only apparently, some of the
think such action appropriate, the Belgian delegation objections raised against the draft resolution submit
will not vote for the new draft resolution now under ted by the twenty-two African-Asian countries. The
discussion. Belgium is no less attached than any other scope of the present draft resolution, which is some
country to the principle of self-determination. It has, what ambiguous, is essentially the same: it has the
in the course of its history, repeatedly had to strug- same aim, and it favours some positions as against
gle for its freedom and independence. It weloomed others. Its effects would be no less Itarm.ful than those
the French Government's recognition of the right to of the African-Asian draft resolution to the oause of
self-determination, for the people of Algeria. But the the Algerian people, to the cause of France and, gen-
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stand the significance underlying action taken by such'
a great Organi~ati()n as the United Nations, and we,
therefore, should i..!)t be too unwilling to express our
views, to tell the people of the world and to tell the
great people of France what our feelings are on this
matter. That is the reason why we have to consider
this matter that is now before us.

12. We have before uv also the faot that after the
adoption of the draft resolution in favour of ~.ndepen
dence the French Government gave its promise of
freedom and independence to all the overaeas terri
tories, and as a result of that we find Guinea repre- .
sented here as an independent COtUltry andwe find that
a number of others have opted for autonomy and some
of them will, perhaps, in agreement with France, also
be getting their independence soon. Here we have
another indication that France, despite any prognos- .
ticatioDS to the contrary, is Willing to recognize the
rights of peoples to freedom and independence; and
again, as I said before, since than we have had this
unique gesture made by France in offering self
determination to the Algerian people.

13. The draft resolution of the African-Asian coun
tries which was adopted in the First Committee was
put forward entirely as a means of implementing that
promise of self-determination. We wished to see that
self-determination made a reality, and those ofue who
supported that cb:aft resolution felt· very cJearly and
very strongly that if discussions can be arranged to
take place between the Government of France and
those who can bring about a cease-fire, then the day
of the implementation of self-determination will be
near.
14. Now, what is it that prevents self-determination
from becoming a fact? It is true t.~at the fighting
nationaUsts of Algeria are still UDwH.ling to take the
pl'~Plise of self-determination without first consider
ing c9rtain questions which appear to th~mimportant.
Now, is that ~mch a request as should be turned down
completely out of hand, as it were? Is it not right for
them to ask for some talks to take place so as ~to en
able them to discuss and clarify their position and
to find out what would be the terms under whioh they
would lay down their arms and what. kind i'Jf self
determination would be granted after they have laid
down their arD'"s?

15. My delegation has no reason to retit'e from the
position we adopted in the First Comm.ittee. Wewould
like to stand by the draft resolution that has been
adopted. We believe it to be a reasonable draft reso
lution that has been adopted. We believe it to be a
reasonable draft resolution, and despite what is said
to the contrary, it /1s not a draft resolution which iii
any way can be considered unsatisfactory or antagun
istic by the French Government. We understand, how
ever, that there are certain countries represented
here which would not be able to go along with that
draft resolution because afthe use of certain words
or the expression of certain views, but that, on the
.other hand, they would be able to go along with it if
certain amendments wer~ ..made..
16•. We have given £Ullthought to that point of view
and, along with a number ofother'~t:ican-Asiancoun
tries, we have not. found it. unacceptable. We a.~f,l pre
pared, as an earnest of our desire for a peaceful
solution in Algeria, to go a long way to make any
changes which are not fundamentally different orwhich
do not involve any question of vital principle in order
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erally speaking, to the position of all those concerned
in achieving a satisfactory settlement of the Algerian
problem with the least possible delay.

8. Sir Claude COREA (Ceylon): We have expressed
our views rather fully in the course of the general
debate [821st meeting] and again during the discus
sions in the First Committee [1075th meeting], and
we do not therefore propose to cover the same ground
at this stage. If I have decided to ask for the oppor
tunity of making a few observlJtions, it is only because
of the new draft resolution [~\/L.276] that has been
submitted to us. I would, however, before doing so,
crave your indulgence to make one general comment.
I would like to remind the Assembly of the fact that
we are dealing here, in Algeria, with a conflict which
has world-wide significance arid which has evoked
world-wide interest. Our sympathies surely go not
only to the people .in Algeria, but also to the people
of Franoe. We deplore the existence of this conflict.
It .has gone on year after year during the last five
years, resulting in sel'ious loss of life and imposing
a huge and almost unbearable drain on the slender
financial resources of the gallant fighters in Algeria,
and it has also caused great material loss and imposed
heavy burdens on the French people. This is some
thing which we cannot allow to continue, and it is
certainly the responsibility of the Assembly to do
whatever is possible to bring an end to this conflict.
It is only in that sense that we wish to ~~lbmit our
views to this Assembly: not in a way which would
probably prevent. a settlement, but in all sincerity,
with a view to promoting a set"lement which is cer
tainly long overdue.

9. Last year the First Committee called for inde
pendence, de~pite the warnings of many at that time
that any call for independence would be considered
:lS an act inimical to the interests of France and as
something which France would not be able to accept
or consider. In spite of that, a call went out sayil'lg
that, in view of the grave threat to international peace
and security and in view of the serious o1isadvantage
in the contf,nuance of this c·onflict, the rights of the
Algerian people to independence shouldbe recognized.

10. I should like to remind the Assembly that that
was. done despite the warning that any resolutionwould
jeopardize the chances of. any settlement to which
France itself would be a party. ButI am sure the great
French people took a different view and will continue
to take a different view; becauso, after all, the French
people understand the meaning of freedom, the French
people are a people to whom the significance of 1'ree
dom is not stranue, a people who have proved to the
world that they themselves are and have beenfighters
for freedom. It is for this reason that General de
Gaulle could, even at the time of this acute conflict,
refer on 23 October 1958 to the Algerian fighters as
the "braye" fighters of Algeria. So that the idea of
fighting for freedom' i~'not something unknown to the
French people.

11. Our view has been demonstrated to be correct
by the steps taken by President de Gaulle himself
since the di~aft resolution of 1958, because when we
called for independence the French Government, led
by its great President de Gaulle, did not besitate to
promise self-determination for the people of Algeria.
Tlte poit1.t 1 wish to ma.ke is that a great people, a
brave people, a people with experience, of the world
are not frightened by mere empty words, but under-
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to' find· the way of peace. My delegation is therefore
quite prepared to accept the draft resolution sub
mitted by the representative of Pakistan, a draftwhich
I lmow has the agreement of a large number of the
African-Asian countries. We accept that draftresolu
tion and would commenditto the Assemblynot because
we think it is necessary and not becausewe are aban
doning the draft resolution which ~e First Committee
adopted, in which we fully believe, but because here
is an attempt to bring in the support of as large a
number of other Members of this Assembly as possi
ble. What is at issue is an important stake, the stake
of a country fighting for freedom, the stake of a people
who are bleeding every day in the fight to secure that
right. In that context, it is unwise and morally wrong
to stand by words and technicalities and either ac
cept or reject this strong plea for freedom and in
dependence.
17. \Ve must eliminate all these technicalities. We
are therefore prepared to accept the wording which
has been inc9rporated in the new draft. For that reas
on, we shall support this new draft resolution.. We
ask the Assemaly to give it its overwhelming support
as a formula for peace and as a means of stopping the
Idlling and the bloodshed that is going on, and as a
means of recogni:dng the inaUenable right of all
peoples to self-determination. '

18. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): Be
fore ! call on the next speaker, circumstances oblige
me to propose that the list of speakers be closed at
4 p.m. If there is no objeotion, it will be so decided.

It was so deci.ded.

19. Mr. VENKATARAMAN (India): The delegation of
India is one of those that co-sponsored the draft reso
lution which is embodied in the report [A/4339] of
the First Committee. During the debate in the Com
mittee, several delegations felt obliged either to vote
against or to abstaln on the draft resolution out of a
genuine desire not to do anything which would hamper
discussions between the Government of France andthe
representatives of Algeria.
20. Taldng into account the ideas and suggestions
made by several delegations, the representative of
Pakistan has brought before this Assembly a draft
resolution [A/L.276] ~ which embodies the general view
among the delegations on this question.

21. Our belief is further strengthenedbythe response
from the representative of Argentina who, in his bril
liant intervention in the course of the debate this
morning [855th meeting], endorsed the approach to
the solution conta.ined in the draft resolutionsubmitted
by Paldstan•
22. As we sit and debate whether or not to have a
resolution on Algeria, the situation createdbythe hos
tilities in Algeria is causing serious concern and
alarm. Human sacrifice, purposeless and waste, con
tinues unabated. It Is the duty ofthe General Assembly
to ease the situation in Algeria and bring about peace
to thi,s land. We cannot accept the principle that there
Should be no resolution by the General Assembl:v on
this or on any other d!fficult problem. It is the right
and the duty of the Assembly to further the solution
of problems with its advice and guidance.
23. It is our belief that the acceotance of the draft
rel:iolution submitted by Pakistan Win help to bring

.about a peaceful, de~.ocratic and just solution, which
is indeed the accepted objective ofthe General Assem-

1:>1y, and it is in this hope that my delegation will vote
in favour ofthis draft and commenditto the acceptance
of the Assembly.

24. Mr. TOURE (Guinea) (translated from French):
My delegation does not consid~r it necessary to make
a further statement at this stage in the debate, and I
shall therefore confine myself to expressing our full
approval, and that of all the Mricancountries, whose
views I am confident that I can. accu!,ately interpret,
of the statement made this morning by the Argentine
representative [855th meeting]. We beaeve that he
put the Algerian question in its true light, as a ques
tion of peace in Algeria for the benefit of the Algerian
peopl~, and peace as the essential conditionfor friend
ship and true co-operation between the peoples of
France and of Algeria.

25. We are happy to be able to pointto the admirable
stand taken by Argentina, to which the great majority
of representatives who spoke tbismorning rightly
paid a tribute, as further proof of the effective unity
of purpose between> the countries of Latin America
and the peoples. of Africa and Asia in achieving a just
and peaceful settlement of aU disputes inthe interests
of international co-operation, peace, friendly relations
and the prosperity of all peoples.

26. To conclude, my delegation believes that the
General Assembly, at its fourteenth session-the
session at which the historic resolution on disarma
ment [resolution 1378 (XIV)] waS'c.uianlmously adopted
and at which three Heads of state spoke in defence of
peace and international co-operation-will fully. CIa
serve the name Jtthe Assembly of Peace" by con
t..·ibuting, through the adoption of the new draft resolu
tion [A/L.276], to a prompt agreed solution of the
Algerian conflict.

27. Sir Pierson DIXON' (Uni~ed Kingdom): In the
statement which I made on this .item in the First
Committee on 2 December 195.9 [1069th meeting], I
~"Wlained the United Kingdom view that in present
circumstances any resolution adopted by the General
Assembly on the substance of this matter would be
likely to make an early solution of the p~',)blemmore
difficult. Those who heard my statement in the Com
mittee will have realized that the United Kingdom
Government is principally concerned by a profound
anxiety that nothing should be done in the Assembly
to prejudice what are undoubtedly-and we are' all
agreed on tbis-themost ·favourable circumstances
which have ever existed for a satisfactory solution of
a most complex and serious problem.. W

28. There is in the present case common ground
about the right method of solving a delicate and urgent.
problem, thllt is by the application of the principle of
self-determination; there is, further, an opportunity
of .talks without prejudice between those concer~~<{1

about what all are agreed is the essential first step
to that solution, that is the cessation of hostilities.

29. We believe that in these circumstances the United
Nations can only do harm if it seeks to pronounce on
the matter in any way which is likely to make the
opening of those talks more difficult.

30. It is known that there is a di.fference of view
between those concerned about the nature and scope
of the talks which General de Gaulle has proposed.
We do not believe that these differences are likely to
be resolv-ed by public exchanGes, still less by a sue"
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self-determination should be applied to this problem,
and the acceptance of this idea by the Algerian na-
tionalists. \'

39. Moreover, the juxtapositionoperative paragraphs
1 and 2, and the omission of any reference in the draft
to a cease-flre, can onlybe intendedto lend the author
ity of the United Nations to the thesis that the "pour
parlers" should deal with the political conditions for
the consultation of the inhabitants of Algeriaproposed
by the French Government. And in view of what Is
mown about the attitude of the two sides towards the
prol?osed "pourparlers·, we believe that this attempt
to slant matters in the direction desired by one of
them can only, in all the circumstances, set back the
prospects of the ·pourparlers" taklng place.

40. I think I have said enough to show the United
Kingdom attitude to :this resolution. Not only is it open
to the particular objections which I have described
but it takes no account of the new and favourable cir
cumstances established by the far-sighted proposals
put forward this autumn by General de Gaulle, and by
the statesmanlike reaction which they elicited from
responsible Arab leaders. It would surely be unwise
for this Assembly to adopt a resolution of a partisan
character -which goes much farther-and in a much
more partisan way-into the substance of the problem
than any previous pronouncement by the Assembly.

41. As I said in the Committee, I know that :there
are many delegations who believe that the United
Nations can and should do something to bring about
those talks of which the prospect already exists, and
whtch we are all agreed are the essential first step
towards a solution. I would, however, appeal to them
most earnestly to reflect on their vel"y grave respon
sibilities, and to examine again the reasoJ1S I have
s,'.Jught to expound why the passage of th;b :hew draft
resolution before us, or indeed of any draft resolution
of sUbstance, is in present circumstances likely to
make the realization of their hopes less likely and the
continuance of the present tragic conflict more likely,

42. In recent years there seems to have de"'i'eloped a
view that the General Assembly has a duty to express
an opinion in the form of a resolution on any matter
which it decides to discuss, and that it is m some way
undignified for it to conclude its deliberations without
doing so. There is nothing in the Charter which lays
such an obligation on the Assembly and the United
Kingdom delegation believes' that this view is a mis
taken one whioh may often have dangerous conse
quences.

43. It is, of course, verynatural that delegations here
should be disposed to think that the United NationB can
usefully tL:e $ome positive step to contribute to the
solution of some difficult international problem. Often
this is indeed the case. But there are times when it
can be dang~rous for us to let our actioIUi in inter
national affa,irs be guided by such considerations;
especially when promislng deV6lopments are ~ng
place between those directly concerned outside the
United Nations. It is rather in our view our first re
sponsibility to consider the actual effect onthe course
of events which ·our actions here in the United Nations
are Ukely to produce.

44. My delegation has long held and often expressed
the view that there are certain stages in the develop
ment of international problems when the opinions of
Members of the United Nations expressedinrespoDSi~
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.cessful attempt on the part of either side to secure
endorsement from the United.Nations of its own inter
pretation. Much can b~ done in theway of clarification
and explanation, and much progress can be made .in
private exchanges, which the limitations imposed by
the public exposition of attitudes can only make more
difficult.

-)

31, Speaking in Committee7 I recalled what I regard
as a close similarity between the problem of Algeria
as at present before us, and the situation with regard
to Cyprus as it was last year. The matter before us
is of such great importance that I make no apology
for asking my colleagues to consider this point again.

32. At that time there was, as in the present case,
a possibility of talks between those immediately con
cerned. Th9n, as now, there were differences of view
strongly held as to the basis for these talks• Then,
as now, there were many Members of the Assembly

, who sincerely believed that the view of one or other
of the potential participants as to the pl"oper basis
for the talks was the correctone,andwho understand
ably considered that it was the duty of the United
Nations to give an impulse in that direction.

33. We took the opposite view and argued with all
our conviction that a directive from the Assembly
which favoured one thesis rather than another could
only make it more difficult for those concerned to
make the necessary act of faith and open the discus
sions on a basis of confidence.

34. Parado1dcal as it may seem at first sight, we
believe that the successful outcome of the Cyprus
negotiations, from which there resulted a solution of
one of the most difficult problems of the post-war
period, was directly due to the fact that the General
Assembly was wise enough last year to refrain from
any pronouncement on the substance of the item.

35•. Now, it was because we considered that any sub
stantive resolution could only be harmful as it would
introduce a new element into this complex problem,
and one which would be damaging to the prospects of
a solution, that we voted against the draft resolution
sponsored by twenty-two delegations in <; the First
Committee.

36. The delegation of Paldstan has now introduced a
draft resolution [A/L.276] for. which priority has been
asked over the draft resolution~~ontainedin the Rap
porteur's report [A/4339]. I shall confine myself to
commenting on this new draft resolution.

37. Although some of the wording to which we felt
objection in the original draft resolution has been
omitted or modified, it is still the view of my delega
tion that this new resolution is open to serious objec",:"
tion. I will not dwell on our general view that in the
present situation, whi~h is generally admitted to
constitute a new start, it is doubtful wisdom to hark
baok to past resolutions and discussions. Iwill , there
fore, not touch on the preambular paragraphs of the
draft! It is the operative pa;ri of the resoillti~nwhich
we feel is open to serious objection.

38. We do not object to the gEt,eral sentiment en
shrined in operative",~aragrap'J 1, though we have
reservati~,ns as to the-~l:bge!!tr of this paragraph as
drafted with regard to the bnns of the Charter. Our
practical objection is that~itis superfluous; seeing
that the present prospects for a solution stem from
General de GaUlle's proposal that the principle of
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50. Therefore it is the considered opiniQnof my
delegation that the proper course for the General
Assembly in such circumstances would be not to ex
press itself on the substance Qf the matter through a
resolution.

51. We are aware that many delegations share a
different point of view. We have no doubts of their
Sincerity and we cannot fail to appreciate the efforts
which have been made in order to offer anew draft
resolution [A/L.276]. On the other hand, nothingwhich
I have said either in the First Committee or here has
to be attributed to any reason other thanto our strong
desire to meet the expectations, hopes and legitimate
wishes of the inhabitants of Algeria. We hope and pray
that nothing will emerge from this debate ofours which
might hamper"or delay an agreement on a cease-fire.

52. I do not wish to enter into the substance or the
merits of the new text at this stage, but I wish. only to
point out'that it,still contains provisions which we
frankly donot feel wouldfacilitate useful developments.
As the Itali~ delegation pointed out in t\ecourse of
the debate in the First Com.mittee, '

"The record itself of our proceedings will be rich
enough to provide to all those concerned in tins
problem useful material for meditation and precious
indications of the paths to be followed so that the
interest of all will be taken into due consideration
on all the questions connected with a final solution
of the problem.n!/

53. In conclusion, let me again express the very
fervent hope that wisdom and restrnint on all sides
will soon facilitate the proper developments "in order
to bring peac~ and harmony again in Algeria. 0

54. Mr. ULLOA (Peru) (translated from Spanis~:

The Peruvian delegation has one again asked for tlie
floor in the matter of the Algerian que$tion-in con
naxion with the draft resolution [A/L.276] submitted
by the delegation of Pakistan, Which creates a new
sitUation by introducing1i. proposal different frOIn that
Which came before the First Committee.

55. We voted agamst the reopening of the general
debate; we saw no reason for such reopening, since
the various positions had been clearly defined in the
First Committee and were reflected in the votes cast
there. In·our opinion it would have sufficed to confine
the pr~sent debate to the final draft resolution or
resolutions submitted to us.

56. The Peruvian delegation did not, and caJ\not be
lieve that, as hinted in the lopbies, there was some
move to delay matters, with, a View to this discussion
continuing until the time-table, the hour andc' human
endurance had reached their utmost limits and cul-'
minating in a midnight vote. taken when everyone was
impatient and tired, so that the·' shadow cast by the
Algerian question across the ea,rly light of the dawn
would be more pleasing to one group than to ,anotbe~.

57. As the second and thirdpreambular paragraphs
of the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of
Pakistan refer to previous resolutions of the General
Assembly ~~ I will merely mention them in order to
point out that they servenouaefulpurpose, since those
resolutions were adopted in circumstances different
from those facing us today. To make this difference

......"':""""'--,.
YThis statement W(lS made at the l075th meetl,ng of the FirstCom

m1tte~. the official record of which Is published only in sumrqary form.
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ble statements are more likely to have'a co~tructive
effect through the influence of international public
optnion than would the passage of a resolutionwblch
any of those directly concerned might regard as a
complica'tioDg
45. After studying the recentstatements bythe Presi
dent of the French nepUblic and responsible Arab
leaders, we have come to the conclusion that these
considerations apply fully to the problem of Algeria
at its present stage. We shall therefore vote against
'the new, draft resolution. '
46. We are all aware that the draft resolution intro
duced by the" delegation of Pakistan as Chairman of
the African-Asian group is the result of long and care
ful consideration by the sponsors ofthe draft resolution
which has come to us from the 'First Committee and
is contained in the report of thatCommittee.. My dele
gation, thereforev-..J:,"!kes it that the new draft resolution
introduced in plenary, about which I hav~ just ex
plained my delegation's views, does, wh6n tak~n as a
whole, represent their final position. In its 6ircum
stances my delegation foresees the possibility that a
paragraph vote on the draft resolution might produce
a false situation which would obscure the intention
of the sponsors of the draft resolution and of those
with whose concurrence it has' been presented. If,
however, a paragraph vote was taken and if, as a re
sult, operative paragraph 1 was adopted and operative
paragraph 2 was rejected, the Assembly would then,
in our view, be faced with an unreal propostt1nn. We
shcmld in fact be asked to vote simply on the proposi
tion that the .Assembly recognized the right of the
AlgeriM. people to self-determination. As I explained
earlier, I would regard this proposition as entirely
superflu~'liJsince it is already common ground on the
proposition of General de Gaulle that self-determina
tion is to be the basis for the solution of the Algerian
problem. The substance of the draft resolution would
have fallen with the failure of operative paragraph 2
to carry. The residual operative paragraph 1 would
amount merely to a r.epetition of what is the actual
state of affairs and for that reason would, in reality,
be in our view no :resolution at all.

47. Mr. ORTONA (Italy): Duringthe exhaustive debate
in the First CommittG8 on the question of Algeria,
the circumstance which, I feel, has been unanimously
.pointed out by all speakers was that the problem of
Algeria has now reached an extremely important turn-
ing point after the solemndeclarations ofthe President
of the French Republic. A solution is already in sight,
and it will be carried out under conditions of democ
racy and freedom. New perspectives of peace, incon
ciliation and harmony, are unfolding on the shores of
the Mediterranean..

48. Difficulties certainly exist and unfortunately the
fighting continues with great loss of life and wealth,
thus ca~ing a sinister and deterring influence on the
craftsmen of the future peace.

49. The present phase of the problem is indeed a very
delicate otie and the Italian delegation is profoundly
convinced that the utmost caution shoUld be exercised
in order not to jeopardize from the outside the further
developments for which we all fervently hope. Our
first and foremost responsibility is, therefore, to do
l10thing here whi(jh might delay ana render more dif
ficult the realization of the solution, the lines of whicb
we can alreadyenv!sage and which we cannot fail to
approve wholeheartedly io
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abundantly clear, it will suffice to state that in 1957 international· conflict to b.e created calling, possibly,·
the Algerian rebellion was at its height and that the for intervention by the United Nations. No-the only
formal and far-reaching offer made to Algeria by the true, honest and clear interpI'etation of Article 1,
President of the French Republic, General de Gaulle, paragraph 2, of the Charter is that the United Nations
had not then been put forward. It therefore seems should develop the principle of self-determination in
pointless to dilate on previous statements made in order to foster friendly relations between nations.
different circumstances and hence with a, different The,text of this paragraph specific~l1yrefers to inter
object in. view. We must on the other hand examine, national relations, and not to relations which are not
specifically even though briefly, the fourthpreambular international; it calls for t..'le development of self
paragraph, whereby the General Assembly is asked determination with a view to strengthening universal
to recall,Article 1, paragraph 2, of the United Nations peace, and this in its t'Jrn means that it calls for the
qharter-a paragraph which naturally, like all the development of self-d:etermination in order to prevent
provisions of that instrum.~nt,is always presenttothe the subjection, by force, of some States or nations to
minds of Members of the Assembly. Butthereference others. What this provision of the Charter means
to that paragraph in the draft resolution before us is and I refrain from using the historic word which has
not in the nature of an innocent and unnecessary re- become opprobrious-is that there should be no con
minder; it has been included in order to provide a quests whereby some national entities are dominated
basis for operative paragraph 1. In other words, an by otherrJ. What the Charter says, what the Charter

. attempt is being made to adapt one of th~ Charter's means, is that the development {ff. self-determination
provisions, theoretical in nature and havingthe charac- is intended to refer to Non-Self-Governing Territories
ter of a principle, to the specific case of the Alge1:ian and to the Trusteeship System.
question. I trust I will be forgiven if I read the pm'a- 61. I win not weary the Assembly by quoting the
graph, since my argument makes it necessary fol' me provisions explicitly linking the principles of self
to do so. The paragraph reads: determination to the position ofthe non-self-governing

STo develop friendly relations amongnationsb~tsed peoples and setting before them a goal, in their bis
on respedfor the principle of equal rights and self- torical development, towards which to work in ae
determination of peoples, and to take other appro- cordance with the provisions contained today in the
priate meaSUl"es to strengthen universal peace." Charter and formerly in the Covenaht of the League

This amoun.ts to saying that it is a purpose of the of Nations.
United Nations to develop between nations, whether 62. For these reasons, the Peruvian delegation is
Members of the Organization or not, relations based opposed to the draft resoh.l.tion now before us.
on respect for the principle of the self-determination
of peoples. 63. Mr. CORREA (Ecuador) (translated from Spam!£):

My delegation feels. that it must explain the reasons
58. The Chartel'; then., defines a principle to which for the Ecuadorian Government's decision to vote
we all subscribe; but it establishes no procedure for against a draft r~solutionon the question of Algeria.
applying that princi~le to spC:lcific cases. Were we to For many years, the Ecuadorian Government has
concede that this purpose of the United Nations should shued the great concern of this Assembly at the con
apply in r,espect of all forms of nationalism and all tinuation of hostilities in Algeria, the attendantsaori·",
aspirations to political independence., we should have fice 'of human lives, and the resulting serious effect
to admit that the mere existence of a secessionist on international relations.
attitude, based on .. some form of "sociological" na-
tionalism, would suffice to cause the United Nations 64. Representatives of the Ecuadorian Government
to intervene, despite the provisions ofArticle2,para- have stressed here on previous occasions theurgency
graph 7, in matters which are essentially withi,n the of seeking a solution based on self-determination and
jurisdiction of other States. on the other principles of the United Nations Charter.

59. At the same time, we should be discriminating 65. The French Government's statement cf 16 Sep
unfairly if, when applying the provisions of the United tember 1939 placed the solution of the Algerian prob
NationS Charter, we took into acoount only the cases lem on this footing, thus opening up a way which, in
in which there had been armed rebellion, and pO$si- our opinionr will inevitably le"\d to the implementation
bly ignored those in which the movement for self- of the principle of self-determination for the Algerian
determination was more extensive and more charged people. The Government and people of Ecuador fer
with unanimous national feeling. In that case, so long vently hope that this will happen as soon as possible.
as a people or those claimingto represent it refrained 66. In view of the present situation

T
my Government,

from a recourse to force, their genuine nationali;:Jm after careful study, has reached the c\\'.>nclusion that it
might remain indefinitely stifled. The consequence too is concerned at the prospect of a resolution of the
would be that we should have to agree to self-deter- Assembly obstructing, hampering crr complicating the
mination where the Algerians were concerned-a delicate and complex process of implementationoftha
self-determination which, 'moreover, has been formal- principle of self-determination which has now been
ly offered to them-but not in the case.of numerous set in motion.
other peoplef:J who were not allowed to express their 67. The General Assembly, through its debates, haS
desire for it and who, within the traditional legal .
framework of a State, or evenautaide of it, were held already unanimu~slyexerted its moral forceinfavour

of a solution of the Algerian problembaaed on respect
in forcible subjection. for the principles ot the Charter. My Government
60. Laatly, were we to press this argument to i:' ~ believes that the implementation procedU!"e does-~ot
lOgical. conclusion, it would suffice that a State already require a specifio recommendation of the united
in existence ano organized as such-even a Member Nations, and for this reason it considers that it would
of the United Nations-should foment or aid a l1a- be inappropriate to adopt a resolution, whatever its
tionalist rebellion in any part of the wo:rld, for an intrinsic merits might be•
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75. \llhen we comment on the laws of God in theology
or religioUE1 doctrine, we are reaffirming the princi
ples affirmedbyprie~ts intheir sermons, philosophers
and by teachers. There cannot be anythi:ng wrong in
mentioning in a draft resoluti~n.that the General As
sembly of the United,Nations res~'lE!cts and reaffirms
the principle of self-determination~

,-::,

76. However, to appe~e my own conscience and to
explain my country's attitude, I should like to point
olit that our inter-}-.merican regional organizationhas
adopted clear, concrete and specific resolutions on
self-determination, all of t'bem subsequentto the adop
tion of the Unit,ed Nations Charter. The~e resolutions
not only bear the seal of the Chancelleries of the
American States; they are also backed by the enthu
siaj3tic support of the peoples of the continent." For
it can be said, to the r' ~t;ldit of this Organization, that
there is no country that does not believe in the prin
ciple of self-determination; nor can it be ar'gued that
it is superfluous to mention a principI£:Iaccepted by
all. In the laws of our countries moral principles are
constantly restated, because the pr~r: ';ples of virtue,
rectitude and morality must be hai~ed on time and
time again if the world is to follow the straight and
narrow path of law.

77. In conclusion, let me quote from those resolutions
in order to demostrate the princiilles by whichwe are
guided in supporting the Pakistan draft resolution.
The NinthInternational Conference"ofAmericanStates,
held at Bogota in 1948, was off~damentalimportance

for the establishment of our regional system because
it adopted the 'charter of the OrganizationofAmerican
StateFl which governs the relations of States within
the Jystem. The Conference adopted,~~esolutionXXXIII

en.itled "Colonies and occupiedterrij,orIes in America
and creation of the American Committee onDep.endent
TerrUories tl ; the third preambular paragraph reads:

"Ever silice they achieved their independenca, the
A~erican States have had this common objective,
which has lately been defined in precise terms at
the Meetings of Consultation of Ministefs ofForeign
Affairs, held at Habana and at Rio, de J'~eiro, in
resolutio,ns condemning colonial r~gimes inAmerica.
and reaffirming'the right ofJhe pe0l>les of this c~n
tineut freely to determine their OWlt~~estinies."~{

. "

78. Subsequently" ,at the Tenth 'Inter-American C~)n,_'i
ference, held at Caracas in 1954, this right was ag~
reaffirmed in resolutionXCVI on colonies and occu~~\~d

territories in Americ~~dqp*~by the conference. irJ~e

second preambular pai~E'.~aphC:fthatresUIUtionre~~!S:

"The present stage of ovolution of these peop~~~s,
which has given them the consciousness of~~~ir .
right to self-determination ...."-Irepec.t "of ~~\lr
right to self-determination"-"makes more urgent
than e~er the final 'elimination of colonialislll.~i,n i~uy ,'-
of its forms." Y . I:',r

79. Operative, paragraph 2 of the same r~solui~rin-
eIJlbodies the_iQ!l~gprinciple: ( ': I

I II;
,Ii

.,' '.!j'.
"

'JJ See Pan American Union; Final Act of the Ninth International j:b~n
ference of American States. Bogot4 (Colombia); March 30-May 2. '1"~48.
Washington. D.C.; 1948. p. 50. , II

.YSef< Pan American Unipn. Final Act of the Tenth Inter-Aml~:Hcan

Confere~ce. Caracas (Venei'uela). March 1-28. 1954. washlngton'j,5.c••
1954.p.97. ' ,~
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YOfficial Records of the Genei-~l Assembly. Second part of the first
sessic.n, Third Committee. Annexes. annex 17 (document A/148).

68. If, as we have requested, a roll-eall vote is taken
on the Pakistan draft resolution [A/IJ.276] paragrapn
by paragraph, we sball explain our views on each
paragraph on its me:t'its.

69. Mr. ILLUECA (Panama) (translated from Span
ish): My delegation feels that it is appropriate to ex
plain its position once again to the Assembly1 :in the
first place because it is most desirous that the pur
poses and principles of the United Nations Charter
should be observed; and secondly because it is anxious
that, at this session, the General Assembly, which our
President has called "the Assembly of Peace" , should
find a just, peaceful and democratic solution for this
problem troubling the conscience of mankind-the
pr~)blem of Algeria.

70. For tWs reasonwe were greatly moved this morn
ing [855th meeting] by the words, ~f the Argentine
representative" whose moderation, common sense and
altruism are unquestioned.

71, During today's resumed debate some doubts were
expressad about the wisdom of adopting a resordtion.
The Panamanian delegation believes that the adoption
of a resolution is justified and appropriate because
of the'moral and spiritual effect on peoples thoughout
the world of a reaffirmation by the United Nations of
certain principles and fundamental rights which are
essential if we are to live in a society based on peace
and justice. Although at times the hard facts of eco
nomics prevent people from satisfyingtheir legitimate
desires, ,a:~ least in regard to spiritual matters, to
the affirmation of certain principles and to religious
worship of one ldnd or another, we must not confuse
charity with justice, and we must strive to make the
rights inherent in the human person a reality.

72. My country has been a traditional defender of
human rights. Soon after the United Nations was es
tablished Panama submitted the initialdocumentwhich
was used as a basis for the preparation of a Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.Y Eence we are con
cerned not only with the theoretical affirmation of the
right to self-determination, but with its practical
application, its implementation among all people£ and
nations, to use an expression which haa appeared in
vario1J~resolutionsof this Assembly. Fflrthis princi
ple (If self-determination, as it is called inthe Charter,
h~ undergone a certain evolution within the United'
Nations and has come to be recognized as a right
which, according to Article 55 of the Charter, as I
mentioned in a previous speech, is the basis for all
peaceful and harmonious relations between peoples.

73. Thus it has been argued that no \"esolutioIiis
necessary. We believe not only that a ':,~!ef;plution is
necessary, but that the text submitted by/the Pakistan
delegation [A/L.276] is sober i moderatG7 respectful,
and couched in terms as friendly as the circumstances
permit.

74. We have gre~t respectandadmirationfol~France.
We cannot imagine for a sin~~le moment tha~.\the text
of this draft ~ould be interpreted-as directed in any
way against France. On the contrary, it reaffirms the
noble aims set forth by General de Gaulle in his state
ment of 16 September, 1959, in which he also spoke of
tbf3 riga.t to self-determination. •
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"To express the sympathy of the,American re- is not whether it will support one party or support·
publics with the legitimate aspiration ofnow-subject another.
peoples to attain their sovereignty.".21 85. We have come to the conclusion, having regard

80. I believe I have now made my country's attitude to the various statements made in France and elSe
clea+;;and I hope it is sbaredbythe major.ity necessary where, that a resoluij,on by the General Asseinblywill
for th~ adoption of the Pakistan draft resolution. This not be helpful, that the need at the present moment
resolu:don concertib not only France, but also its is for a gref\ter exploration by the number of inter-
neig~.bours, especially Morocco and Tunisia; in fact' ested parties of the various possibilities.which have
it c<J/ilce::r:ns all mankicd. . emanated from General de Gaulle's statement-an

0" exploration of possibilities and of the implications of
81. Because of the great spiritual valUS$. which im:- that statement. '!'here are many partIes involved ill
mortal France has bequeathed to modern civilization, both Algeria and France. There are other interested
we deem. it an honour to vote for the draft resolution. and friendly Governments in North Africa, and awhole
submitted by Pakistan.' ne~s of internati~nal relations in the Mediterranean
82. Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia): When we approach area, in North Africa and in France. All these things
the vote that is about to be takenhere. I think we have have to be reconciled in some way, and we have been
very much to bear inmintltherealitiesof the situation given grounds for hope, in the First Committee and
as ,they present themselves in North Af~ica anci in elsewhere, that something can be achiev.ed if there

. Pari~. We have to avoid thinking solely intermsu[ a is opportunity for exploration, 8.ild if there is no road
paper resolution which may give us some satisfaction blook or obstacle created unnecessarily by this As
as representatives who have been si~ng round the sembly.
table discussing the matter for a we9k or more, but 86. We are not voting here on the substance of the
which may nevertheless not contribute to a constructive Algerian question. -l~~ point of fact, on certain aspacts
advance of the question of Algeria. W~ have' httd a de- of the substance thore has been ~omple"e agreement
bate at some length at which repr~sentatives' of most expressed in the FirstCommittee; agreementhubeen
countries assembled in this hall have presen:ted their expressed between the French Government and the
vievV',~, and as a result,_~oi that exchange of Views we various interested Algerian bodies. It Is common
are all much clearer than wewerewhenwe first came ground that the French people will accordtothe Alge-
here as to what is' at stake, as to what the! people of rian people the right of self-determination. General
Algeria in their various sections need, and IlS to what de Gaulle has agjd that.in one of his pronouncements.
the various obstacles are. We are also aW8!X'e of some and that is common ground. It is also common ground
of the difficulties that have to be overcome in France not merely that the right exists but that the Algerian
itselt.. people are to be given an opportunity to exercise it,
83. Let us have a look at these realities. On the one 87. r am not going to say that the way ahead will be
side there !s the fighting and turxnoil which has been easy. None of us here will be prepared to underwrite
going on in Algeria bnd which it Is the common objee- the attitudes and policies that any of the interested
tive of all of us to put an end to on an equitable and parties might adopt, be they French or Algerian. All
permanent basis. On th~ other side there is the .French we can ask is that an opportuntty be given sincerely,
Government and the French people whose policy has practically, to explore these possibilities. That is
b~en taken a d~amatic step forward in the last couple where the value of the discussions in this session of
of months by a sartes of statements by General de the General Assembly· may lie~ in indicating a broad
Gualle. There' is nobody in this room who would deny consensus of view on many of the aspecUi of the quee-
the courage and imagination·that General de Gaulle tion.
has shown.in making'b!s latest statement. T:ributehas 88. In the statements by the Foreign Minister of the
Qeen ptdd to him and to the French GOYernment in United Arab Republic and oth~ts, there has been men-
the First Committee 'by representatives from all the tion of some of the practical things that still have to
geographical. groups represented here. He har; taken be solved, some of the points that are in doubt and
a tremendous step when we regard all the emotional 'that have to be· cleared up, SODle of the objectives
and historical background to the Algerian question. which some of 'the parties want and which others have
84.{\s I said in the First Committee [1069th meet- not yet conceded, and none OfUB will be so rash as to
~g] ,'i:~e situation which confronts us now is quite say that there is nacessarily going tobe an immediate
different from the situation that confronted us when solution of those problems. What we want is the op-
this session of the General Assembly first met, and portunity for such a solution,and the Australian dele-
it ~s now a matter ofhowwe respond to this new situa- gation believes that, in view ()f the statement of the
tion.What do we do now?'Wlu\tcanthe General Assem- ,French Government particularly but also in view of
bly do which Will usefully advance the question? In this other considerations, it would be most useful to have
situation the Aus'w"'al1an Government does nothave any no resolution just now. If we are going to be asked to
position with .regard to supporting one Government or: vote on ~m.y part of resolutions, then, in view of the
One country rather than another. Australia: is a long fact that we do not think there shouldbe any resolution,
way from Algeria. We do not have a direct interest we feeli that thebestcourse wouldbe for the Australian
in the sense of being' '\iolently "pro" one party or the ' delegation to abstain on votes on any parts of resolu-
other. What we want is a peaceful and just outcome tions, because we do not feel tJ1at we should be ex-
of the Bituation, a. peaceful and just- outcome·of the pressing an opinion on What is ultimately put before
various negotiations that are ope$g up. 'That unde~- us. We are of the firm view that the best outcome of
lies the whole rif our approach to this problem. Will a our discussions would be to have no resolution at all,
resolution-and if so, will a particular res~lution that we should rely on the value and effect of the dis-
-provide a satisfactory outcome to the probit3m? It cussi6n that has taken place in this Assembly and
_-'-- ......;:..0.... . should not seek to crystallize it in a :r;I1solution that
~~ cdald be a bar to a satiafactory outcome.
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89. Mr.SOSA RODRIGUEZ (Venezuelal (translated
from Spanish): I have already had occasion to state
theposition of Venezuela on the Algeria.9). question in
the First Committee [1074th meeting]. It was clear
and unequivocal: we believe and maintain that the peo
ple of Algeria, like all other peoples, have a right to
self-determination. We further believe that in order
to achieve a peaceful, just and democratic solution of
the problem in accordance with the pril!lciples of the
Charter, the best thing we can do is t~) recommend
negotiatio:iJE between the parties as the United Nations
has successfully done on various other olccasions.

90. The reason why we are intervening once ag~n

in this debate is because a drllft resoluti<)D [A/L.276]
demonstrating the conciliatory andunderst.mdingposi
tion of the Asian and African countries hall been sub
mitted to the AS$embly for consideration.lIwe analyse
this .draft objectively and di~passionately, we see
that its preamble merely recalls resolutions already
adopted by the General Assembly. Its operative part
contains only two paragraphs: the first recognizes·the
right of the Algerian people to self-determination; the
second urges ~e holding of tlpourpa;rlers" with a view
to arriVing at a peaceful solution on the basis of the
right of self-determination, in accordance with the
principl\3D of the United Nations Oh'iU1er.

91. My delegation beHeves that it is not pointless,
as some other representatives had said, for this
Assembly to reaffirm the right of the Algerian people
to Belf-determination. This right, expre$sly stated in
Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter has been recog
nized by General de Gaulle. However, the Algerian
people have it, not as a gracious gift from General de
Gaulle, but because it belongs to them in accordance
with the principles of the Charter. Consequently, since
France itself has recognizedthis right, whatdifference
does it make, what objection is there, what danger can
there be iIi having the United Nations recognize and
reaffirm it?

92. Operative paragraph 2, merely recommends
."pourparlers" between the parties without evenspeci
fying who the parties are and without stating the pur
pose of the negotiations. And this to counter the
objections raised to the previous draft resolution.

93. Such negotiations have proved succesl3ful on other
occasions. as in the specific Qase of Cyprus-I recall
the r~eolution [1287 (xm)] the General Assembly
adopted at the time; it read as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Having considered the que$tion of Cyprus f '

"Recalling its resolution 1013 (XI) of 26 Feb-
ruary 1957r

"Expresses its confidence that continued efforts
will be made by the parties to reach a peaceful,
democratic and just solution in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations."

If in that instance the General Assemblv recommended
negotions and, as a result, the parties were brought
together and the problem was solved, why cannot the
United Nations do as much in the case of Algeria with
a '\-iew to achieving a peaceful, just and democratic
solution and putting an endto the warfare and bloodshed
itl that country?

94. My delegation',; position on tbisnewdraftresolu
tion is thus the same as on the originalproposal. We

.~~... ,. - .... ·"T'-'.\ "'_

$hall vote in 'favour of it, not only in accordance with
the principles of the United Nations, but in accordance
with all the principle$ ,of our American law, as re
affirmed at nllII).erous conferences, and in particular,
in re$olution xxxm of the Bogot4. Conferel'.ce, held
in 1948, to whichthe repre~entativeofPanama alluded.
We American nations have always upheld the right of
peoples to $elf-determinatlon, and we want that right
for Africa as for America.

95. For that reason, my delegation willvote in favour
of the draft re$olution submitted by Pakistan.

'.\u: Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain) (translated from
Spanish): ram $orrythat I cannotaddress the Assembly
as the champion of a popular cause such as enlists .
the general sYmpathy which we all appreciate. But if
I did so I should be false to the solemn dictates of my
conscience, to the stand I have consistentlytaken Sil1ce
1967 on the qaestion of Algeria, to my vote on the
problem of Cyprus, and to Spain's strict theory with
regard to the admirable principle of self-determina
tion. My view is that if this principle were to be ap
plied wholesale, as it is tending to be, it would plW1ge
the world into complete anarchy and make the United
Nations something worse than an organfor interfering
in the domestic affairs of other countries, as pro
hibited by Article 2 of the Charter; it would make the
Organization the' most outrageous and dangerous tri
bunal in the world, where all the world's discontent
ment, all the domestic J;lquabbleJiJ within countries and
all the pett)- conflicts of interest which inthe ordinary
way are settled peacefully,would be brought before
us here, magnified and built up into tremendou$world
problems; so that the United Nations instead of being
a means of settling them, would be .apermanent organ
for fanning conflagrations, stirring up quarrels and
perpetuating discord. That is why my delegation can
not vote in favour of the 'new draft resolution which is
now before us [A/L.276].

97•. We were not in favour of tb9 original draft reso
lution either, as our vote in tlie Committee showed.
:aut 'though the draft reSolutionnowbefore US embodies
more moderation and is couched in language more
acceptable to other delegations, it raises the same
vitally serious question of principle as the previous
one and we feel compelled to vote against it. The point
is tbat the draft resolution in its present form sanc
tions the palpable infringement of Article 2, para
graph 7, of the Charter ~ by authorizing the United
Nations to interfere in the problem of Algeria-I need
not say "th'3 so-called probl~m". for it is so real a
problem that it would be academic to describe it thus
-and actually to lay down the principle of self-deter
mination for Algeria. lmd then urge that conversations .
should take place immediately with a view to reaching
a solution based on the right of self-determination.
That is tantamount to setting ourselves up not as judge
in respect of the Algerian question, but as judge and
party.• We are· helping to create and aggravate the
problem by adopting an attitude which in my opinion
does not contribute to world peace.

98. We usually find in this debate, that outof courtesy
and good manners, nearly all sp"'iakers who intend to
attack what they call the "French" point of view
although Frl:\llce is notpresent as a contendingparty-to
preface their remarks with warm praise of Fl'ench
culture and of the great services France has for so
long rendered to civilization. In the same way thoije
who wish to express the kinrl of c'Dmment we ha~~
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102. It is only natural that General de 1aulle should
have limited the principle of self-determination in the
Algerian negotiations to the problems before him; we
are not at libe~ to extend it to cover an area of our
own choosing. W-' can of course rejoice to see that
principle affirmed by a man of power and influence
among those concerned in this vital question, and sim
ply hope that it will provide a basis for a solution.

103. The principle of self-determination has perhaps
never been put more neatly than by the distinguished
Argentine Mr. Mariano J. Drago, who representedhis
country in a debate here in 1957-though at this session
it has again been shrewdly and perceptively definedby
the representative of Peru.

104. I have oftenquoted Mr. Drago's words ,butbefore
I leave the rostrum, I should like to read them again
for their extraordinary penetration. His words were
summarized as follows:

"No reconunendation from the First Committee
or the General Assembly could change the nature
of what was basically an internal affair of a Member
State and therefore outside the jurisdiction of the
United Nations, in accordance with Article 2, para
graph 7, of the Charter.

"Those upholding the contrary view argued from
the principle of the self-detern-:dnation of peoples,
which was setforth in a different context in Article 1,
paragraph 2, of the Charter. By lifting that phraae
out of ita context, they had distorted its contents and
were possibly misleading people about its scope.

"He said that the word 'peoples' as used in Arti
cle 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter was synonymous,
in that text, with 'States' and referred to the Gov
ernments of established States. In support of his
view, he quoted from the writings of Professor Hans
Kelsen, the world-renowned jurist, who said that
only States had equal rights 9.ccording to general
international law, and that, if the term 'peopIElS'
in the paragraph in question meant the same as
the term 'nations' in the preamble, the expression
'self-determination of peoples' could only mean
'sovereignty' of the States.

"Therefore the 'self-determination of peoples'
mentioned in Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter
was the freedom of sovereignpeoples to choose their
own Government. There would be no sense in that
provision of the Charter if it made the development
of friendly relations between nations dependent on
the right to self"'determination, in the abstract, of
communities or peoples which had not signed the
Charter." 11

105. I regret once again th:at the view I express is
not a highly popq.lar one, but I do not believe that by
professing such an opinion I would be serving the
interests of peace in Algeria. All our most sincere
wishes are for peace in that country. Even though we
do not vote, we have always felt that we had the right

WThis statement was made at the l078th meeting of the l<'irst Com
$,f,ttee, the official record of which is published only in summary form.

make on the position of Algeria alsobeginby express... and we could hardly hold back out of a superstitious
ing something that in this case is actually true, as fe2.X' that no agreement could be reached. Agreements
we have repeated time and time again, namely sym... can certainly be reached here, but they must be rea
pathY for those who suffer in Algeria, strong feelings sonable, based on the legality of the Charter, and not
of friendliness and kinship with the Arab civilization calculated to encourage rebellion. from which no go;xl
and anxiety that a solution to this problem may come can come.
abo~~ as a result of the settlement soughtby all of us,
esp~oially the peoples of the Mediterranean. But on
the 1.tresent occasion.I will ~otnowfollowthis practice
or ~.'~ jlw it to distract your attention for long from the
busWiess of the debate.

99. I may perhaps quote my previous atatement to
the First Committee:

"Mention here of Article 1, paragraph 2, of the
Charter seems to connote self-determinationgranted
to any community, people or group in the abstract,
even though part of a greater political unit, such as
the one that signed the Charter. On the contrary,
we believe that the reference in Article 1, para
graph 2, to the principle of equal rights and sel£
determination of peoples can only allude to the equal
rights and self-determination of people of sovereign
States to decide their own future. We do not believe
th9~ there is any reason for including this precept
in the Charter if it might in any way hamper or
endanger friendly relations between nations. The
peoples or groups referred to in the draft resolution
are not signatories of the Charter; they have no
international standing."Pi

100. That is why we did not vote for that principle
when it came up as a preambular parag-"~aph in the
original draft resolution, and we feel stHI less able
to vote for it now that it has become the very basis
of the new draft resolution wi-th all the dangers that
implies. If· the draft were adopted with its operative
paragraphs 1 and 2 which are virtually inseparable,
we should be committed to constant vigilance over the
question of Algeria, to an act ofintervention never yet
permissible in the United Nations, which,while recog
nizing that France on entering the Organization had
legal rights, subsequently proceededwithintelligence,
skill and tact to allow discussions such as these to
take place. Certainly my delegation consid~rs these
discussions to have been useful for purposes of clari
fication, and although it is going to vote against the
draft resolution, it does not share the view of some
representatives that it would bepreferable not to adopt~

any resolution; as I said in my first speech to the
Committee, we can see no harm-in view of the fact
{hat in 1957, as I remember, French representatives
took part informally in our debates and were aware
of the resolutions unanimously adopted-in exerting
an influence throttgh oar advice, our exhortation and
our very solicitude in the matter (a constant reminder
to a sensitive country), upon the parties involved. The
question of the two parties in the Algerian question
in highly controverSial, and it would be wrong of me
to name it.

101. At3 I have Said, our previous speeches and votes
have contributed to the creation of a favourable at
mosphere, and it is because we should like to see tL.~t

same atmosphere created here and now that we voted
in favour of the two preambular paragraphs beginning
with "Recalling", since they expressed our own views.
We were co-sponsors of one ofthe two 1957 proposals~
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to speak and that our words might encourage all those
who with goodwill and good intentions are seeking a
settlement favourable to world peace.

l06i Mr. SHAHA (Nepal): It is not my intention to
reopen the debate on the question of Algeria; I have
asked for the floor merely to explain my delegation's
stand on the new draft resolution submittedby Paldstan
[A/L.276].

107. The draft resolution, as has already been made
clear by its sponsor on behalf of the African-Asian
group., aims at achieving a wide margin of agreement
on the solution of the question of Algeria in the light
of the consensus of opinion expressed on this subject
in the deliberations of the First Committee.

108. The draft :resolution does not contain any ele
ments which the overwhelming majority ofthe General
Assembly has not approved of in the past in some form
or other. The representati'V'e of Burma has proved
[855th meeting] this with relevant facts and figures
as regards voting. Even the representative ofBelgium
conceded [856th meeting] that the draft resolution as
it stands meets some of the objections which some
delegations had to the twenty-two-Power draft reso
lution.

109. This draft resolution is conclliatory in tone and
highly constructive in purpose. It does not seek to
secure endorsement-as Sir Pierson Dixon stated a
few months ago-of what he described as the unilateral
interpretation of the application of the principle of
self-determination to Algeria. The operative para
graph, which contains a refl9rence to "pourparlers",
is general in character and does not in any way limit
the scope for the application of this principle of self
determination in any rigid manner., as long as such
application is consistent with the principles of the
Charter oi: the United Nations.

110. I have not understood the logic of the arguments
of those who are inclined to think that any resolution
of the United Nations might biJ.lder rather than help
the cause of the settlement of the Algerian questi~n.

The question of Algeria is affecting ihe lives and for
tunes of millions of people and vitiating the relations
betwep-n nations. Here is an opportunity for the United
Nations to do something to alleviate the suffering of
millions and to reduce tensions among nations by
endorsing the very principle which has been accepted
as a basis for the solution of the problem by the prin
cipal parties concerned.

111. The Pakistan draft resolution, in our opinion,
represents the neceSsary minimum which we can and
should do to encourage the parties to pursue their ef;"
forts to arrive at a peaceful settlement ofthis question.

112. A parallel was drawn b,etween the Cyprus ques
tion and the Algerian question by the representative
of the United Kingdom. He even gave the impression
that the absence of a resolution on the substantive
aspect of the Cyprus question, at the thirteenth ses
Sion, helped to bring about the speedy settlement of
that question. To the best of my memory and mowl
edge, the Assembly adopteCl a resolution last year on
~he question c,f Cyprus-and I have in mind resolution
1287 (XIII). Of course, it did not go as far as the new
draft resolution on the Algerian question, but it went
far enough.

113. Having listened to the statement of the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom, all I can say is that

we of the small countries only wish that the United
Nations initiative and actions were less suspect with
the representatives of the big Powers.

114. I cannot allow this opportunity to~,ss without
publIcly acclaiming, on behalf of the MaJ!lrity of the
members of the African-Asian group, the noble ges-

. tures made by the representatives of Argentina,
Panama and Vene71uela in support of the rightful cause
of the self-determination of peoples, in keeping with
the highest traditions of the Latin Am~ricancountries
in that respect.
115. The Pakistan draft resolutior I seeks merely to
endorse, in away, what President de Gaulle himself
has said that he is going to do. As we apprQach the
moment of 'Voting on this most important matter, I
should like to appeal to the delegations assembled
here that they should not, at this supreme moment of
test, do anything the consequences· tlfwhichtheythem
selves are not prepared to be called upon to account
for or to be held responsible for ?u the future.

116. I commend this draft resolutiontothe acceptanCE)
of the Assembly. At the same time, I would request
that it should be voted on in parts lmd that the vote
would be taken by roll-call.

117. Mr. BAIG (Pakistan): Before our draft resolution
is put to a vote., may I be permitteG.·~saya few final
words? i'

h
118•. We have tried, in all earnestneSs and sincerity,
to submit a draft resolution [A/L.276] which would be
acceptable to all those delegations which are not op
posed in principle to any kind of draft res,olution on
the part of the General Assembly. The two operativ'!'
paragraphs of our draft resolution have been carefully
drafted with a view to meeting all the conditions stipu
lated by those delegations whichfelt thatan expression
of opinion by the General Assembly would be tanta
mount to an endorsement of the stand of one side as
against the other. We do not consider thatthese para
graphs have been slantedto lendsupportto the position
of the Algerian nationalists. Unlike the cor:responding
provisions of 'Ele First Committee's draft resolution,
they contain no reference to a cease-fire or to guar
antees for the application of the principle of seH
determinationto Algeria. The new draftthus represents
a genuine attempt at the reconciliationQf divergent
views. \\
119. It is with profound regreatthatwe are Compelled
to acknowledge that this text is ,still far removed f:rom
the position of those delegations which sincerely be
lieve~hat the present stage of ~e Algerian question
requires an attitude of the strictest "laissez";'faire" on
the part of the United Nations. We would appeal to
those delegations which hold this view not to doubt or
belittle the conviction of those of us who believe with
aqual sincerity that the present is an opportunel mo
ment fox our great Organization to exert its c ,moral
influence to quench the raging fire in Algeria\i~iJput
an end to the shedding of French and Algerian blood.

120. If our draft resolution is adopied, it will be a
vindication of the position ofthe United Nations.lf it is
rejected, we, the Afr~can-Asiancountries, will none
theless h&ve done our best. The matter is now in the
hands of the Assembly. We could have done no more.
But let none say that we did not display a spirit of
moderation and compromise.

121. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Pakistan has fOi'mally requested
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In fa.vour: Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Spain,
Sudan, Sweden, ThaUand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republio, Union of Soviet Sooialist
Republics, United Arab Republic, Venezuela, Yemen,
Yugoslavia. Afgh8rdstan, Albania, Argentina, Bulgaria,
'~urma, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republio, Cam
bodia, Ceylon, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czeohoslova
kia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of
Malaya, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea,
Haiti, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Ireland, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mexico, Morooco, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay,
Philippines.

Against: Union of South Afrioa, Peru.

Mlstaining: Portugal, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United states of Amerioa,
Uruguay, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Dominican Repub
lio, Honduras, Israel, Italy, Laos, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, New Ze&1and, Norway.

priority in the voting forthedraftreSQlutionaubmitted Against: Honduras 1\ Peru, Union of South Africa,
by his delegation. I take it that the request is made Dominican Republic.
under rule 93 of the rules ofprocedure. I would there-
fOle ask the Assembly whether it wishes to vote first Abstaining: Haiti, IBlrael, Italy, Laos, Luxembourg,
on the Pakistan draft resolution before taking a deci- Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Por-
sion on the draft resolution recommended bythe First tugal, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Conunittee. As there appears to be no objectionto the Ireland, United States ofAmel~ica,Uruguay, Australia,
request for priority, I shall put to the vote the draft Austria, Belgium~ Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, Den-
resolution submitted by Pakistan. mark, Ecuado~.
122. The representative of Nepal has asked for a The third paragraph was adopted by 55 votes to 4,
separate roll-call vote on each paragraph and has with 21 abstentions.
repeat&-::! his request from this rostrum. I would ask 125. The pr-tESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
him whether he also wishes to have a separate vote shall now vote on the fourth paragraph.
on the first paragraph of the preamble, or.whether,
since it is of a general nature, he would like to have A vote was taken by roll-call.
it voted upon together with the second paragraph. The Romania, haVing been drawn by lot by the President,
representative of Nepal has confirmedmyunderstand- was called upon to vote first.
in3 that the first and seoond paragraphs will be voted

. on at the same time. In favour: Romania, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Sweden,
Tunisia, Turl~ey, Ukrainian SovietSocialistnepubUcs,

123. Consequently I shall invite the Assembly tovote Union ofSovietSocialistRepublios, United Arab Repub-
onthe draft resolution submittedby Pakistan[A/L.276]. lic. Venezuela. Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Alba-
First, I ,shall put "'0 thavotethefirst and second para- nie.. Argentina. Bolivia, Bra~i1, Bulgaria, Burma,
graphs of the preamble. Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republio, Ceylon, China,

A vote was taken by roll-call. Costa Rica, Cuba, Cze,ohoslovakia, El Salvador, Ethio
pia, Federation of Malaya, Finland, Ghana, Greece,

Norway, having been drawn by lot by the President, Guatemala, Guinea, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
was called upon to vote first. Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia,

In favour: Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Poland. Libya, Mexioo, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama,
Romania, Saudi Arabia, Spain,Sudan, Sweden, Thailand. Paraguay, PhillppineB, Poland.
Tum.~ia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Against: Union of South Africa, Peru.
Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics, United Arab Absta:ln1ng: Spain, Thailand, United Kingdom of
Republio, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugosl&via,Afghanistan, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United states of
Albania, Argentina, Brazi1~ Bulgaria, Burma, Byelo- Ame,rica, Uruguav. Australia0 Austr1a~ Belgium,
russian Soviet Sootalist Republic, Camb()dia, Ceylon, '01 •

Chile, China, Costa Rioa, Cuba, Czeohoslovakia, EI Cambodia. Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Domi..
Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Finland, nican Republic, Eouador, HaJ:t!, Honduras, Israel,
Ghana, Greeoe. Guate:m.ala, Guinea, Hungary, Ioeland.. ItalYl Laos, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Japan, Jordan, Norway, Portugal.
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya., Mexico, Morocco, Nepal. The fourth paragraph was adopted by 53 votes to 2,

Against: Peru, Union of South Afrioa, Dom,inican with :/5 abstentions.
Republic. 126. The PRESIDENT (transla~d from Spanish): I

Abstaining: Norway, Paraguay, Portugal, United put to the vote the fifth paragraph of the preample.
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Ur.dted A vote was taken by roll-call.
States of Amerioa, Uruguay, Australia, Austria, Bel-
gium, Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador, Poland, having been drawn bJr lot by the President,
Haiti, Honduras. Israel, Italy, Laos, Luxembourg, was oalled upon to vote first.
Netherlands~New Zealand.

Tile first and second paragraphs were adopted by
S5 votes to 3, with 22 abstentions.

124. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on the third paragraph.

A vote was taken by roll-call.

Haiti, havin' 'been drawn by lot by the President,
was called upon to v~te firs t.

In favour: Hungary, Ioeland, Indiu, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Irela.ttd, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya,
Mexioo, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama, Philip
pines, Po18.nd~ Romania, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sudan,
Sweden, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Union of St::t-"ietSocialistRepublics,
United Arab Republic, Vato;ezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
AfghaniStan. Albania, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Burma, Byelorussian Soviet Sooialist Republio, Cam
bodia, Ceylon, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czecho
slovakia, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation ofMalaya,
Finland-, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea.
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In favour: Bulgaria, Bu]\'ma, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Ceylon, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Ethiopia, Federation of Malaya, Ghana, Guinea, Hun..
gary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, ,Lebanon, Liberia,
Libya, -Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama,
Philippines, Poland, Romania, Sauili Arabia, Sudan,
Sweden, Tunisia, .Ukrainian Soviet Soclalist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Albania, Argentina.

AgainEJt: Canada, Chile, Colombia~ Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Hondura.s, Israel, Italy, Laos,
Luxembourg, Netherla.nds, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Union ofSouth. Africa,
United Kingdom of Great Britainand Northern Ireland,
Australia, Belgium, BrazilG

Abstaining: Cambodia, China, CC?sta Rioa, I)enmark,
El Salvador, Finland, Greece, Guatemala, Ha~ti, Ice
land, Iran, Ireland, Japan, Norway, Thailand, Turkey,
Unites State~ of America, Uruguay, Austria, Bolivia.

The result of the vote was 39 in favour, ~~ against,
and:lO abstentions.

The draft resolution as a whole was notadopted, 1Jav
in~ failed to obtain the required two- thirds majority.

130. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): In
view of the vote thathas justtakenplaoe, I do not think
it is necessary to put to the vote the draft resolution
recommended by the First Committee and contained
in the Committee's report [A/4339].
131. Mr. ZEINEDDINE (United Arab Republic):When
my delegation requested the floor in order to explain
itEJ vote, we were under the impression that once the
various paragraphs of the draft resolution were voted
upon affirmatively, it stood to reason then that the
resolution as a whole would be adopted bythe Assem
bly. Nevertheless, now that the vatehas been taken
in the manner that we have seen, an explanation of,
our vote is more necessarfthan ever..

132. We have tried with all posslb~~~eans to br1D.g
a common ground of agreement 1U.(1l -;;ompromise be..
tween various delegations so that tne United Nations
as such would not be fru~rated from being able to
act in oonformity with its mission under the Charter.
We have stood for the right of self-dete:rmlnat!on. m.t
not as expressed unilaterally by anyone of the two
parties concerned, for no party cantry authoritatively
to state the meaning of self-determlnati.on. TheUnited
Nations as such cannot uphold the meaning of self
determination except as set out in the Charter, and
as conveye;,d in Ita provisions. That very meani}1g iE.
the one which has served as a precedent in the case
of many nations who, strong with the right of self
determination, proceeded to realize their liberation.

133. We are glad to note that the general feeling in
the Committee, in particular in respect of the draft
resolution that was t't'ansmitted to the Assembly from
the Committee, as well as by the vote which has now
been expressed, does indicate that the vast majority
of mankind stands with Algeria in its right to self
determination and consequently in the full exeroise of
that right. .

134. There were delegations amo~g us who have now
succeeded in preventing the adoptionofany reEJolution.
It seemed to us at times that even if we presented a
blank paper and told them it was a draft reBolution,

The fifth· para~raph was adopted by 56 votes to ~,

with ~3 E2bstentions.

127. The PRESIr.;~NT (translated from Spanish) : We
shall now vote on paragraph 1 of the operative part.

A vote was taken by roll-call.

Luxemtr:>ur~,havin~·been drawn by lot by the Presi
dent, was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Mexico, MorocQo, Nepal, Pakistan,
Pan~ma, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Romania,
Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Sweden, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Soviet Socialist Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Republic, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan,
Albariia, Argentina,. ~olivia, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelo
russian Soviet Socialist Republic, Ceylon, Chile, China,
Colombia, Costa Rioa, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Den
mark, Ecuador, EI Salvador, Ethiopia, Federation of
Malaya, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea,
Haiti, Hungary, Iceland, Ind~a, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Ireland, Japan, Jordan, lebanon, Liberia, Libya.

Against: Union of South Africa.
Abstainip!: Luxembourg, NetherlandsoNew Zealand,

Norway, ru, Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America, Uruguay, Australia, Austria, Belgi~,

Brazil, Cambodia, Canada, Dominican Republio, Hon
duras, Israel, Italy, Laos.

Paragraph 1 was adopted by 58 votes to 1, with ~1

abstentions.

128. The PItESIDENT (translated from Spanisb): We
shall next vote on paragraph 2Q

A vote was taken by ro11-call.

Honduras, havin~ been drawn bylotbythePresident,
was called upon to vote first.

In favour: Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal,
Nicaragua, Pakistan,Panama, Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Saudi Arabia, SudaIl, Swed~n, Tunisia,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union. of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United Arab ,Republic, Venezuela,
Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistanl, Albanla, Argentina,
Bulgaria, Burma, By$lorussianS)vietSocialist Repub
lic, Ceylon, CUba, Czechoslovakla, Ethiopia, Federa....
tiou of Malaya, Ghana, Guinea.

Against: Israel, Italy, Luxembov.1"g, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Peru, Portugal, Spain; ·...:c,alon of South
Africa, United Kingdom of ,Great Brltabl andNorthern
Ireland, Belgium,' Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia,
Dominican Republic.

Abstaining: Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Japan,
Laos, Norway, Paraguay', Thailand, Turkey, United
states of America, Uruguay, Australia, Austria,
Bolivia, Cambodia, China, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Ecuador, EI Salvador, Finland, Greece, Guatemala,
Haiti~

P~ragraph ~ was adopted'~ 40 'qotes to 16, with 25
abstentions.

129. The PRESIDENT (transll1ted from SpaniSh): We
shall now vote on the draft resolution as a whole.•

A vote was taken by roll-call.

Bulgaria, haVing been drawn by lot by the President,
was oalled upon to vote firs t.
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they would nevertheless vote against it. It is in this of the people of Algeria to decide their own destiny in
manner that international responsibilities are under... free elections on the basis of the principle of self
'stood by some. Is it that these delegations are too determination. It was therefore a source. ofparticular
busy to look into the Alge:r;-ian problemfrom the inter- satisfaction to us when the President of the French
national point of view and try to see that the United Republic made his historic declaration of 16 September
Nations exercises its mission in this rce~~~? Are 1959. I say historic because we believe thatthat decla
they too busy speaking about the free world, and leav.. ration will yet come to constitute a landmark in the
ing the so-called free world to search ft'r freedom in history not only of France but of Algeria as well.
its very midst? Are they too busy speaking about peace 142. In our view, it would have been right and proper
when, on the other hand, the only war in the world, if General de Gaulle's proclamation of the principle
that of Algeria, continues and the United Nations is of self-determination in his stateme'nt of 16 September
not permitted to act? Are they too busy, preoccupied had been noted, and notedwith satisfaction, inthe draft
with their NATO or other kinds of solidarity that may resolution. We think that the inclusion in the draft
result from the conditions ofthe coldwar to look at the resolution of a preambular paragraph for that purpose
matter differently and seethe new day when the cold would have detracted nothing from its force andwo':.l1d
war wi11notbe able any more to suck into i~ vortex the have added to its strength. A specific reference to
various probl\:lms of liberation, when the variouS General de Gaulle's statement would have seemed to
groupings of power will become obsolete and when us a natural and an appropriate intrnduction to this
the world will move littleby little into a new condition, specific recognition ofthe right ofthe people of Algeriaanew atmosphere, when real and wide international to self-determination contained in operative para-
co-operation can be established? graph 1, which we warmly support.

135. These delegations are certainly free to vote as 143. The tragic conflict in Algeria,. which has now
they like. Yetitis our duty to take note of their position lasted five years at the cost of immense sufferings
and to hope that in the future they will certainly seek and sacrifices to the Algerianpeople, cannotbe brought
the means to try to think differently about such a prob- to an end by the adoption of resolutions by this Assem-
lem as the one that now preoccupies us. bly. We have always recognized-as .indeed everyone
136. Lastly, let me say that the struggle ofthe Alge- must recognize-that there is only one way in wh.ich
rian people' is the struggle of a people conscious of the Algerian problem can be solved; there is only one
its national existence; it is a mass movement of a way in which real and enduring peace can be brou;~ht
people marching to its destiny, a people determined to Algeria and that is by way of negotiation-negotia-
to defend that existence, a people determined to real- tion leading to agreement between the Government (i)f
ize its destiny and a people who have resorted to Franco and the leaders of the Algerianfreedcmmove-
the United Nations, thus intimating its desire to co- mente Such an agreement must clear the way to a free
operate internationally. consultation of the Algerian people. It is obvious that

a final, just and democratic settlement ofthe Algerian
137. The issue before us is: Should domination in question can only be reached through negotiations with
Algeria continue or should liberation take place?Should the free-elected representatives of Algeria. It is not
.international co-operation replace exploitation or not? for tHis Assembly to define the details of the final
Should war and pacification be the means to a solution solution of the Algerian problem or to attempt to lay
of the Algerian problem or should the meanS be olr- down in adv'ance the precise donditions for a settle-
derly evolution with the help ofthe United Nations u!JJOn mente We here may make known the sense of world
the basis of international understanding, discussions opinion as to the basic principle on which any just
and "pourparlers"? The answer to these is the one and peaceful solution of the Algerian problem mustbe
that the world will experience. Possibly we might feel based, .and the f'nmeral Assembly is surely the best
that it would have been hetter for the United Nati,ons and the highest place in which world opinion on such
to have acted in a manner which would have indeed a matter can find expression. Buttheforrothe solution
allowed it to take upon itself the complete commisl~ion should take and what steps should be taken to achieve
of helping the two parties concerned to solve their it is a matter for negotiation between the political
problem. leaders concerned. Our main concern must be to en-
138. I think that this discussion and the debate on the sure that nothing we say or do here places obstacles
Algerian problem has been most useful. It has cer- in the way of their endeavours.
tainly put before all of us our responsibility to see 144. The immediate task is to secure a cease-fire
that we try really and in every way to do what we can in Algeria followed as soon as possible by elections
no matter what the stand is of the various parties. in Algeria which will reflect faithfully the wishes of
What we were aft\~r all the time was to see that the the Algerian people. Our most earnest hope is that
United Nations fulfilled it~ mission under the Charter. negotiations for a cease-fire will begin without delay
139. Mr. BOLAND (Ireland): I should. like, if I may, because we are deeply convincedthat once negotiations
to take just a very few minutes ofthe Assembly's time are started and once the opposing parties meet at the
to explain why niy delegation voted as it did on the conference table most of the conflicts of principle
draft resolution. which still exist will be resolved and there will be

good hopes of a mutually satisfactory settlement. As
140 My delegation voted in favout· of the preamble we all know, however, differences of opinion exi.st as
and of operative paragraph 1 of that draft resolution. to the precise basis on which the initial "pourparlers"
We .abstained from ,?oting on operative paragraph 2 should ta~e place. Because operative paragraph 2 of
and, when that paragraph was adopted as part of the the resolution seemed to us to take up a position on
draft resolution, we abstained in the vote on the draft these differences and to imply the intervention of this
resolution as a whole. Organization on an issue which in our view is best
141. Ever since Ireland became a Member of the left to the settled by agreement between the parties
United Nations, our delegation has supported the right themselves, we felt obliged to absta.in on it.
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151. It is in this hope thf';"i my delegation wishes to
express to the Assembly its great disappointment tbat
our laudable efforts at compromise bave been defeated
-and defeated by those who have been claiming that
they are acting in favour of peace and in favo\U' of a
just solution of the AlgerianprobJem. (-'

11]2. We believe that the Assembly-ahould have taken
a firm stand and should have put its moral weight and
its prestige behind the effort to reach a just solution
through dire:;::t negotlations by the parties concerned.
Now this effort has failed, and therefore the re
sponsibility is entirely on the shoulders of France
and of those who supported it in this effort. France
now should take the first step to come to terms with
the Algerian Provisional Government for the just
solution of the Algerian problem.

153. Mr. ·WALDHEIM (Austria): The Austrian delega
tion would like briefly to explain its vote. In the debate
on this item in the First Committee we ma~~ it abun
dantly clear that Austria will never hesitate to raise
its voice at any time whenever it ie necessary to
recognize and to defend the right of al~ p~oples of
the world to self-determination. We have no\ted with
great satisfaction that the French Government has
recognized this right also with respect to the people
of Algeria. This beingthe case, there canbe no further
question. as to the validity of the right of the Algerian
people to self-determination.

154. In these circumstances we felt that the draft
resolution introduced by Pakistan would not have
served any useful purpose. -

155. The discussion which has taken place in the
First Committee and in· the plenary meeting has not
convinced my delegation that the adoption of this draft
resolution would have contributed to a st}aedy solution
of the problem. If, therefore, the Austrian delegation
abstained, this should by no means be construed as
conveying any iudgeme~t on the right of the Algerian
people to self-determination.· This right remains un
touched and valid. Whp.t we wanted to express was
merely that the adoption of this dr.aft resolution at
the present time might hamper a solutionof a problem
which is very close to the hearts of all of us.

156. Mr. LODGE (United states of America): In my
statement in the First Committee on 2 Decerrlber 1959
[1069th meeting] I referred to the fa,r...reaching and
significant declaration concerning the problem of
Algeria made on 16 September ·1959 by General de
Gaulle. I said that there are now real hopes that a
just, peaceful and democratic solution of this problem
can soon be found. I then expressed the hope that the
("'rtmeral Assembly would see the wisdom of avoiding
a resolution which could prejudice the solution of the
Algerian problem, emphasizingour beliefthat modera
tion, restraint and patience should be the watchwords.

157. Guided by these considerations, we carefully
3xamined the,l re'lJised draft resolution on Algeria on
which the ('~neral Assembly has justvoted. The United
states did not vote in favour of this draft, since we
believe that, notwithstanding the modifications whichit
contains, it is not likely to be helpful in promoting
an early and-just solution. Moreover, this draft reso
lution also fails to take into account the most signifi
cant development on the question of Algeria since
it has come before the United Natie1S, that ls, ttte
forward-looking proposals of Generatde Gaulle.

145. Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): My delegation voted in
favour of the draft resolution submitted bythe delega
tion of Pakistan. We took this position not because we
considered this draft preferable to the draft reeolution
adopted by the First Committee but because we felt it
necessary that the Assembly at it's present session
should adopt a resolution on Algeria taking into ac
count the recent important developments and urging
further efforts to reach a peaceful and just solution
on the basis of the exercise by the Algerian people of
their inalienable right of self-determinationwhicJihas
noW been accepted by France•.
146. The draft adopted by the First Committee, after
taking into considerationthis recognition, urged "pour
parlers" to determine conditions for the cease-fire as
well as for the free implementation of the right of
self-determination. We helieve this was a fair and
timely request, fully consistent with the Ch.arter and
designed to serve the interests of justice and world
peace.
147. Moreover, and this is very important, the draft
resolution r,dopted by the First Committee maintained
the interest of the Assembly. in a question that has
engaged our active attention since 1955. We feel that
the tim6 was particularly opportune for the Assembly
to put its prestige and great moral weight behind the
laudable effort to reach an understanding ou the ques
tions still outstanding between the two parties con
cerned regarding the proper, just and free application
of the. right of self-determination. We pointed out that
the mere recognition of this right, though an important
step forward, is not enough to solve the problem. If
this right is to be exercised freely and the decision
of the Algerian people on their future taken without
hindrance, doubt or fear, it is necessary that agree
ment should be reached on matters which are bound
to affect the proper exercise of the right of self
determination. These matters should be discussed and
agreed upon by the two parties concerned before the
Algerian people are called upon to decide their own
destiny.
148. Unfortunately, this extremely reasonable, mod
erate and constructive approach to the Il,roblem failed
to receive the endorsement of two-third.B of the Mem
bers of. the Organization. It was, .there:fore, in order
to eliminate the prospect of having no rEIsolution at all
that we voted infavour of the Pakistan draft resolution.

149. After all the ,aragraphs of this draft had been
adopted, the draft as a whole still failed to receive the
two-thirds majority required inthe General Assembly.
Thus the Assembly was again deliberately prevented
from discharging its proper responsibilities under the
Charter. As a result, the Assembly has indirectly

. accept the fact that the war will continue in Algeria,
with all the consequent bloodshed and misery~

150. It has been maintained that the chances of a
peaceful solution will be enhanced if no resolution is
adopted. This has been the main argument used by
France in order to defeat the efforts of the majority
at compromise. Now that this negative objective of
France has been achieved, we feel that France is in
duty and honour bound, to this Organization as well
as to the MemJ:t~rs that have supported it in this en
deavour, to taJ.<'B the opportunity to come to terms with
the Algerian Provisional Goverlh'"nent so that the con
ditions for a cease-fire as well as the conditions
necessary for the proper and free implementation of
the right of self-determination may be agreed upon.
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§/This statement was nlade 'at the 1076th meeting of the First. Com
mitte~, the official record of which is published only in sumnlary form.

adopt any resolution on the Algerian question. This
was mentioned by the Norwegian Foreign Minister in
the general debate [807th meeting], and it was later
expressed by the representative of Norwayonthe First
Committee in the following words:

"To the Norwegian delegation, the overridingcon
sideration at this time is to avoid that any steps be
taken, no matter how well intentioned, that may turn
out to complicate the picture or which might even
jeopardize the present hopeful prospects for a peace...
ful and just solution on the basis of the accepted
principle of self-determination. It is our view that
the wisest response of!the United Nations this year
would be to lei; the views expressed in this debate,
which b'.4ve 'been followed with great attention by
the pub:Lic both in France and in Algeria, speak for
themsetves. ltl 'y

163. Nothing which has been said in this long debate
in the Committee and in the General Assembly itself
has convinced us that the point of view which we have
maintained is not a right and wise one. Voting as we
did, our intention was to do nothing more than to give
an exp!"assion to the fact that the best thing to do, in
ou!' opinion, was to avoid a resolution which we did
not feel would further the gratifying development with
regard to the Algedanproblemthat has notbeen devel
oping over the last four months.

I

164. Mr. BENHIMA (Morocco) (translated from
French) : My delegation was one of the sponsors of
the first draft resolution adopted by a majority vote
in the Committee. At the close ofthe statement I made
at that time before the First Committee [1078thmeet
ing] , I declared that my delegation was.\ot prepared
to accept any alteration whatever in the text originally
submitted.

165. Our position was based on the prOfound convic
tion that the terms of that draft resolution represented
the ultimate expression of our belief and confidence
in thu measures which General de Gaulle p:r.'oposed
to take and of our confidence in the demands of the
Algerian Government for safeguards and guarantees
relating to the application of the principle of self
determination. Our intention was not only to confirm
a declaration of General de Gaulle, taking into account
the new situation created since 16 September 1959, but
to reaffirm our determination, after five years of de
be.te on the Algerian question in the United Nations,
that that principle which had hitherto been applied to
other territories in a manner which I might describe
as "at second-hand" should be properly applied in th.e
extremely significant case of Algeria.

166. We are still convined-and today's vote does not
alter that conviction-that the Algerian people, bydint
of their determination, will regain their independence.
We do not hesitate a single moment to say that it is
because the Algerian people took up arms five years
ago and proclaimed that the purpose of their strug
gle was to secure recognition of their right to self
determination that Generd de Gaulle, realizing both
the internal situation and, as he Said, the international
repercussions of the question, finally, just before the
United. Nations was to discuss it again, officially recog
nized-and this time without the circumlocutions typi
cal of other French Go'vernments in the last five years

158 This draft resolution, however, embodies two'
principles which are ,of fundamental importance inour
history and tradition, the principle of ~elf-d.etermina
tion and the pr*nciple of seeking solutions to difficult
problems through peaceful means. These principles
we strongly endorse. The United states, therefore,
abstained in the vote on this draft resolution.

159. I ShOlad like to add, in closing, that \lle United
States Government reaffirms its conviction that the
forward-looking declaration of General de Gaulle
offers the best prospects for a peaceful, just and demo
cratic solution of the Algerian problem.

160. Mr. ILLUECA (Panama) (translated from Span
ish): The intention of the Pakistan delegation in sub
mitting the draft resolution onwhichwe have Just voted
was lDost laudable and deserved our whole-hearted
support. The draft resolution was and is basically in
l~~armonywith the declaration ofthe Headofthe French
l'ltate, the interests of the Algerian people and the
?urposes and principles of the United Nations Charter,
particularly those relating to the right to self-deter
mination and the peaceful settlement of problems or
disputes.

161. In this brief explanation of vote, I should like to
point out that every paragraph of the draft resolution
was adopted by an overwhelming majority exceeding
two-thirds. The first two paragraphs. of th~preambl~,
referring to the discussion of the question of Algeria
and recalling resolution 1012 (XI) of 15 February 1957,
expressing the hope for a peaceful, democratic an.d
Just solution, were adopted by 53 votes to 3. The third
paragraph of the preamble., recalling resolution 1184
(XII) of 10 December 1957 along the same linea, was
adopted by 55 votes to 4. The fourth paragraph, re
calling Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter, was
adopted by 53 votes to 2. The fifth paragraph, express
ing concern with the continuance ofhostilities in Alge
ria, was adopted by 56 votes to 2. Paragraph 1 of the
operative part, recognizing the right of the Algerian
people to seff-dete:fmination, was adopted by 58 votes
to 1. This undoubtedly represents a moral victory for
the Algerian people, for the African-Asian delegations
which supported the resolution, and lastly, fOr all the
Members of the United .Nations responsible for this
superb reaffi;!:'mation ofthe right of self-determination.
Paragraph 2 .of the operative part, urging the holding
of "pourparlers" with a view to arriving at a peaceful
solution on the basis ofthe right to self-determination,
in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations, was also adopted by over two-thirds
of the Members present and voting. In. the circum
stances,I shOuld merely like to point out that the fact
that for political reasons and nothing more, the draft
resolution t'3 iI. whole did not obtain the two-thirds
majority required under the Gen~ralAssembly's rules
of procedure does not in anyway implythat the reason
ing, the principles and the right expressed in the draft
resolution have in any manner lost their validity or
been rejected. Consequently, I should like to reiterate
my fervent hope that peace will soor. reign again in
the hearts and homes of the Algerian people.

162. Mr: SKAUG (Norw~y): I would also like to com
ment briefly upon our vote and to explainwhy we voted
as we did onthe draft resolution. We abstained 'through
out, both on the paragraphs and onthe draft resolution
as a whole. Throughout the present session of the
General Assembly, we have held the firm opinion that
it would be the wisest thing for this session not to
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Statement by the President

175. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
have a few minutes in which tQ take up the. item on
outer space, since we cannot proceed withthe election
of a member of the Security Council; negotiations are
apparently still going on.

176. Before taking up this item, I consider it my
duty to renew and to stress.the appeal I have already
made to the parties concerned in the election of a
non-permanent member ofthe SecurityCouncil, tobear
in mind the higher responsibilities andthe fundamental
interests of the General Assembly and to enter into
direct negotiations with a view to eliminating the ob
stacles to an agreement and thus enabling the General
Assembly to fulfil itsmoJal and juridic~l obligation
and its constitutional responsibility in resp~,.,: of the
membership of one of the principal organs- of the
United Nations. I should like to address tbis appeal
also to the parties concerned in the election of two
members of the Trusteeship Council, requestingthem
also to try to reach an understanding before we take
up tbis item at tonight's meeting.
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-that the Algerian people,would be free to choose its but to examine the further ,problems created by the
future status. war.
167. We drew the First Comm~ttee's attention to the 172. I should also like to make something more than
obscurities still beclou(.,ag this recognition and to the a passing reference to the Powers which bear moral
contradictions in the words used by the French Head responsibility in this world-and'they will forgive me,
of stat~ as well as the: even more serious contradic- I hope, if I fail to observe the code of the gaDant hun
tions-....,lq I quoted the most recent-in the statements band who remembers his wife's birthday but forgets
of the French authorities, the very authorities which her age-I would remind them of the promises they
would be responsible for applying the principle of made during the war, from 1940 to 1945, when, in
self-determination. tp.eir hour of adversity, they appealed for h4?lp to all

those peoples who, though they may have been weak
168. Nevertheless, we helped to work out a new text lILnd even enslaved 9,t the time, could make a useful
in response to a trend in th'B Assembly to refol,rmulate contribution to the triumph of freedom•.
a few ideas which we have not in any way abandoned,
but which were reworded in a manner more acc.)ptable 173. I appeal to th~ conscience of General de Gaulle.
to the Assembly and which we thought wouldco~nmand When he meditates at Colombey-Ies-Deux-Eglises,
a majority. he is not far from the "sacred road"which made pos-

sible the victory at Verdun, a victory which leftcthat
169. Today's vote does not merely reflect the choice road strewn with graves, nearly all of which are- the
made by those who believe that no debate on Algeria graves of Algerians and North Africans. I wonder
at all and that no resolution would be regarded as a whether he thinks about every valley ofKabylia, every
positive factor, as the United Kingdom representative mountain of the Aur~B chain, where daily prayers are
explained at length. But the United Kingdom repre- being offered for the dead, and whether he realizes
sentative did not tell us whether, bydebating the ques- that there are sacred ru~ds which will evoke in the
tion of Hungary or raising the problem of Laos or Algerians much more thoughtful and deeper memories
dif!Ousl~ing the question of Tibet just as the tensions than those they may still retain of the men of Verdun.
which we have been working to reBuce in this Assem-
bly for the past five years are beginning to eap~, we 174. If the Moroccan delegation should unfortunately
might not be jeopardizing the improved atmosphere have to revert to the Algerian questioQ. next year, we
which marked the opening of this session. Be that as would open our remarks to quoting in their entirety
it may, we have learned a lesson. -we hope the Presidant would allow us to'do so....t,he

speeches made this year to prove that by taking no
170. There is another comment I shouldliketomake: positi~n on Algeria, we were fostering a chance for
its ingenuousness may do me a disservice, but I hope peace. We still feel strongly that we may have let that
that it will serve the cause of truth. The way in which chance pass. My delegation should like for the sake'
the vote was split geographically gives much cause for of those who are determined to put an end to the Alge-
concern. On the one hand, we see the nations which rian war by bloodshed or by crushing the Algerian
emerged from a struggle for independence once again rebellion, to place on record alld reaffirm the fact
opposing independence for a people akin to them in that, if the war goes on next year; Morocco will remain
race, mentality, culture and in respect for United solidly behind the Algerians at any price. It is still
Nations principles. That is why we call upon this As- confident that they will'win by peaceful means, but if
sembly to examine closely the background of this things should happen otherwise, it would not be the
debate and discover the real political motives which first country, the first people to standagainst a nation
have on this occasion operated against the recognition which is playing a double game with freedom and
of a principle enshrined in the UnitedNations Charter. against Powers which are seeking to conceal that
And I am certain thattheAssembly'srefueal to recog- duplicity, for the Algerian people will win in the end.
nize it today and its rejection of this draft resolution
will not have helped General de Gaulle.

171. J. have a further comment to make which is no
less disturbing. This Assembly has been aware of the
efforts made by Tunisia and Morocco to speed a res
toration of peace in Algeria. Since we became inde..
pendent and despite all sorts of difficulties, and risks
on oct}asion, we have not been sparing of our support
to the Algerian people or of our efforts to work With
France towards a just, democratic and peaceful solu
tion. I have more than once spoken here of the effects
of a continuation of the Algerian war on the relations
between Tunisia a1'1d Morocco on the one hand and
France On the other. While we have certainly not aban
doned all hope, 1 fear that we have reached the limits
of our patience. If, contrary to the view of those who
rejected this draft resolution on the grounds that it
would not make a constructive contribution, the war
were to go on next year, I doubt whether Morocco and
Tunisia could continue to remain passive while their
fr')ntter villages and the people ofthose villages suffe~
the. direct consequences of that war, without calling
upon the C'nmeral Assembly, perhaps in grave circum
stances, no~ only to reconsider the Algerian question,
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operation i1(i cosmic research can be ensured only
if all interested States take part~ Despite that fact,
operative paragraph 1 of resoluUon B states that only
"interested Members of the United Nations and of the
specialized agencies" will take part in the conference.

183. In the First Committee we voted against those
words, as they in fact discriminate ag{linst some
states by closing the doors of the conference to those
'countries that are not Members of the United Nations
or of the specialized agencies. In that connexion, it
must also be realized that the countries referred to
which are not Members of the United Nations or of
the specialized agencies are in that position for rea
sons altogether beyond their contrOl, and it would be
unjust to prevent them' from taking part in.so new and
important an activity as joint space research.

184. It goes without saying that the Soviet Unionwhich
favours the broadest international co-operation in
space research cannot agree to the exclusion of sHch
countries and will continue to make every effort to
ensure that all interested States can take part in the
scientific conference for the exchange of experience
connected with outer space. .

185. Mr. RODRIGUEZ FABREGAT (Uruguay) (trans
lated from Spanish): On behalf of my delegation, I
should like to make a statement in connexion with the
First Committee's draft resolution A establishing a
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.

186. This morning in the First Committee, in stat
ing my delegation's views and stand on the problem'
[1081st meeting], I pointed out the significance of this
question as an expression of progress, a message of
hope and a manifestation of tae way in which human
thought is crossing frontiers and leading man towards
his true destiny. However, I said that despite all this
my d~legation found itself obliged j9 abstain in th~
vote on operative paragraph 1 of clrrdt resolution A,
since it. was unable to vote for the inc',dsion of Htmgary
as a member of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space. For the same reason, my delegat\on
did not take part in the voting~ .

187. I am speakingwith all due respect for the country
and people of Hungar~·, but the debates on that problem
of Hungary which. took place in this room only a few
hours ago have decided my delegation to withhold its
vote and to maintain its position as jUst stated.

188. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic)'
(translated from ~auish): Regardless of the impor
tance of the question of outer space, the Dominican.
Republic persists in its determination to abstain, as .
it did in the Committee, and that its abstention is
due simply and solely to the presence of Hungary on :
the Committee established by the resolution. ~

The meeting rose at 6.35 p.m.
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-- AGENDA ITEM 25
Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of

Outer Space .

REPORT OF THE FIRST COMMITTEE (A/4351) .
Mr. Fekini (Libya), Rapporteurofthe FirstCommit

tee, presented the report of that Committee and then
spoke as follows:

177. Mr. FEKINI (Libya), Rapporteur of the First
Committee (translatud from French): The First Com
mittee, in undertaking consideration of the question
of the peaceful uses of outer space, was deeply aware
of the historic importance of man's exploration of
space. The Committee's discussions were dominated
by a sincere, desire t~bring about the peaceful uses
of outer space on a basis of international co-operation
under United Nations auspices.

178.· With those aims in mind, the First Committee
adopted .two draft resolutions in~the hope that the
Assembly will give them the widest possible measure
of support, thus opening the way to international co
operation in the field of the peaceful uses of outer
space in the interes'ts of the welfare and progress of
all mankind.

Pursuant to rule 68 of the rules of procedure, it
was decided not to disouss the report of the First
Committee.

179. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
should like to remind the Assembly that the First
Committee unanimously adopted draft resolutions A
and B which it recommends ~or adoption bythe Assem
bly and which are contained in the Committee's report
[A/4351]. Unless a vote is requested, I shall declare
the drafts adopted unanimously bythe General Assem
bly as well.

The draft resolutio(ls were adopted unanimously.

180. Mr. KUZNETSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) ~translated from Russian) : The Soviet
delegation voted in favour of draft resolutions A and
B in the First Committee and supported them· here
in plenary meeting. It considers it essential,tlhowever,
to make a brief statement on operative paragraph 1
of re~olution B.

181. The fact is that the Soviet delegation cannot agree
to the proposal that participation in the international
scientific conference for the exchange of experience
in the peaceful uses ofonter space shouldbe restricted
to Members of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies.

182. The international conference on outer space
should be open to all states that wish to take part in
it. and make their contribution in this important field.
There can be no doubt that real international co-
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